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C H O Q E K ’ I R A W  w a s  n o t  b u i lt  a s  a n  e a s y  a c c e s s i b l e  p l a c e .  D u r i n g 

t h e  t w o  D a y s  o f  a n  o r D e r ly  m a r c h i n g ,  t h e  v i s i t o r  c a n  v i e w  t h e 

b e a u t i f u l  l a n D s c a p e  t h a t  a c c o m pa n i e s  h i m  D u r i n g  t h e  j o u r n e y.

a  w o n D e r  i n  t h e  a n D e a n  h i g h l a n D s

text by: patrice lecoQ

CH0QEK IRAw’
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Several hillS are Surrounding Choqek’iraw. SinCe the inCa time and to theSe dayS 
the loCal people ConSider them aS SaCred plaCeS that reCeive their anCeStorS’ 
SoulS. 
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HIS IS AN EXCEPTIONAL CEREMONIAL SITE in the peruvian andean region, located in the 

mountain range  of vilcabamba, the  choqe Quirao or choqek’iraw site –or the “gold craddle” in Quechua 

language– is one of the most prestigious of the inca’s constructions, and still little known by most tourists, 

who prefer visiting the  machu picchu citadel. however, for the last few years, the place is a new place for 

ecotourism because of the beauty of its landscapes and the original features of its remains that are the only 

mosaics of the pre-hispanic andean region.

choqek’iraw stands at approximately 160 km in the northern section of the city of  cuzco, on the mountain 

range of vilcabamba, at an altitude of 3100 meters, in the south way to machu picchu and it has many 

buildings and hundreds of bridle paths that have been restored recently by  copesco. 

as in cusco, the old inca capital, or in other andean communities,   choqek’iraw is organized in two halves 

or suburbs: the one in the upper part is, hanan, and the one in the lower part is, hurin. the suburbs located 

in the upper part have several buildings related with cult activities: churches and fountains grouped around 

a square, large terraces irrigated by several channels, and warehouses or collcas to keep the products 

used to meet the local people needs. the other half located in the lower part has very well preserved 

buildings over an extended platform. the most outstanding ones are the two houses that have two stories 

in the heart of the site, with a fountain, a building that had been probably a temple with a beautiful carved 

wall, and the large places known as kallankas –with access entrances and internal niches of trapezoidal 

T

Several SectionS of the route to choqek’iraw are part of the ancient inca roadS 
of qhapaq Ñan in the urubamba mountain range, Such aS thiS one near the abra 

choqeSafra.
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design– that in the inca days were used as temples or meeting places for ceremonies.

in the peripheral sectors there are also several residential or artisan settings, probably used as workshops 

for textile and metal crafts, and slums with more rustic houses of a rectangle or round circle design to be 

accessed by multiple small streets and many abrupt stairways. hundreds of bridle paths of all types and 

forms are on the slopes in the east and west areas that were used in the past to grow crops such as corn, 

potato or quinua, most needed by the people that used to live there, and maybe coca, used by the elite 

to demonstrate their power. in the middle part of the terraces in the eastern side of  choqek’iraw, stands a 

complex structure known as “the waterfall house”. this two stories building has several rooms with pretty 

niches, windows oriented to the hills and a water fountain. a huge white stone block stand below. this could 

be a  huanca or sacred stone similar to the  intiwatana of  pisac or machu picchu.  some archeologists 

had a proposal to name this building as chacra Kamayoc, because of its peculiar location in the center of 

the farms. 

en september of year 2004,  the cuzco archeologist cenovio valencia while 

cleaning the HIgH HIllsIdEs Of CHOQEK’IRAW,  founD by chance the Only 

WAll dECORAtIOns Of tHE InCA  Days in the anDean area.  this Discovery 

inDicates once more tHE ExCEptIOnAl fEAtuREs  existing in this place.

several mountains and snow hills surround the place. the best known ones are: salkantay, in the east;  

corihuayrachina, known also as yanacocha, in the northeast; the hill choqek’iraw, in the north, and the 

ampay, in the south.  the snow hills  pumasillo, choqesafra and  viracochan, can be seen also in the north 

east. in the past those hills were sacred areas considered as reception places for the ancestors’ souls that 

protected the choqek’iraw people from freezing and other natural disasters.

the pre hispanic history of choqek’iraw is something still unknown. however, as mentioned by e. Duffait, 

the young french historian,  in his recently presentation for the Doctor’s degree, we know that the conqueror 

francisco pizarro gave to his brother hernando all the region of choqek’iraw, that was known in those days 

as  choquicarango or chuquierrango, which indicates that the spaniards knew this place shortly after their 

arrival in peru, in the xvi century. the same author mentions that choqek’iraw as well as machu picchu, 

were the personal royal residences of the inca túpac yupanqui, and were the symbol of his power with 
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a symbolic significance and importance after the king’s death. its main role was then to perpetuate his 

memory and to care for the needs of the different members of his court, because of the products that were 

made in those places. therefore, both sites had a very significant ceremonial role. 

During the next centuries, several authors visited the place. the best known are cosme bueno (1768) and 

josé oricain (1790), who refer to the place as a potential silver city, probably because of the silver mines 

existing in the adjacent areas. also the french explorer eugènes de sartigues, and leonce angrand, vice 

consul of  france in lima, designed the first maps of the site and considered the place to be the last shelter 

of the incas, a hypothesis that is still valid for many researchers, but it is really something totally false. en 

1991, hiram bigham made the first excavations in  choqek’iraw, shortly before discovering  machu picchu. 

since then, choqek’iraw has been studied and restored by copesco, with the continued work of a team 

led by the archeologist percy paz, who was the one who began the cleaning works for the operation of this 

inca ceremonial site. not long ago i supervised a group of french archeologists that made excavations in 

several of the room areas, in order to demonstrate that choqek’iraw was occupied during the pre inca days 

that might be back in the xii century  or even before that.

even though choqek’iraw was not a place for extracting gold or silver, its name has sacred connotations. 

in the aymara language that before the inca days was spoken in an extended area of the southern andean 

region the term choqe refers to gold and everything related to that metal. it refers to all shining things, such 

as the sun, the lightning, the isinglass stones that shine under the sun as well as everything that is precious 

and of great value. its synonym in quechua is cori, the gold. besides, the term Quirao, means “source” in 

quechua. therefore, choqek’iraw could be translated as “the gold source”, referring probably to the many 

gold mines existing in all that area, and the fact that the incas exploited the mines that they considered to 

be sacred. let us not forget that the inca was the son of the sun,  inti, in the world, and his partner-wife, 

was a reflection of the moon,  Quilla. 

the name of the main hill in this place is –corihuayrachina– that might be translated as the “wind oven 

from the town of chuquiSqa, the road to choqek’iraw goeS down rapidly to the 
bottom of the apurímac cannon, at an altitude of 1500 meterS. 
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3.

4.

1.

2.

3. the corihuayrachina hill, StandS out above all the choqek’iraw Site to project 
it.  4. long lineS of muleS and horSeS go through the roadS to choqek’iraw and 
the Surrounding Small townS. from  cachora, a place where the vehicleS from 
curahuaSi or cuSco arrive, there are Still two long travel dayS before reaching 

choqek’iraw.

1. to reach choqek’iraw, the road goeS up through the hillS Surrounding the 
Salkantay and padreyoc Snow peakS.  2. the apu ampay, located in the SoutheaSt 
area of choqek’iraw, iS one of the moSt Sacred Snow peakS in the apurimac river 

baSin. Several buildingS in the Site are oriented to itS top.h
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 1. the central Square at the heart of the citadel.thiS area waS the centre of 
all activitieS 2. rock of the watch-keeper.

the obServatory. alSo known aS the “houSe of the guardian”

where the gold was melted”, with reference also to this metal.  and its other name, yanacocha, that means 

“black lagoon”,  refers to the dark side of the things or the sun counterpart, and it is also the name of the 

most important gold mine in the north of peru, near cajamarca. there is no doubt then that choquek’iraw 

was related to the symbolism of gold, may be because it was a royal residence of the inca and a powerful 

reflection of the sun. 

the excavations made in the broken part of the mountain known as ushnu, located in the center of 

choqek’iraw, strengthen also the ceremonial and sacred role of this place. small stone walls were found 

that were oriented to the two most important hills in the area: the corihuayrachina, in the northeast, and 

the pumasillo, in the northwest. in the inca days, and administrative and ceremonial platform located in 

the main plaza of cusco, was known as ushnu, and it was there where the inca presided the ceremonies, 

offered sacrifices to the gods or made the army inspections.  in other locations in the inca empire, such as 

wilcaswaman or huánuco pampa, the ushnus were stone platforms built on the top of the hills and used 

as rainwater filters. the ushnus were related also with the lower part that was used as observatories. as 

time went by,  the word  ushnu would refer to the broken hills in the andean central area, such as the one 

in  choqek’iraw. 

because of its very peculiar location, on a plain hill and in a totally open place, the ushnu of choqek’iraw is 

a very adequate place to watch the adjacent hills and the stars. besides, it is exactly from above the ushnu, 

at approximately 10° more to the south, that  the constellation of the south cross (cruz del sur in spanish)  

appears in the afternoon, and a little bit later, the alpha and beta stars of the centauro and the milky way. 

for the andean shepherds, both stars resemble the eyes of a big light blue south american camel (llama, 

for the name in spanish), known as yacana, whose body gets lost in the milky way. considered as a 

light blue river, the milky way shelters several mythic animals and celebrities, among which outstands the 

yacana with its baby animals led by a shepherd, a serpent, a fox and a frog; a feline of multiple colors called  

choqechinchay,  that some chroniclers confounded with the yacana, and the  collcas or deposits are the 

choqek’iraw StandS at approximately 160 km in the northern Section of the city of 
cuzco, at an altitude of 3100 meterS, in the South way to machu picchu and it haS 

many buildingS and hundredS of bridle pathS.
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pleiades, that appear in the sky when the time for the crops start in the month of may.  each personage is 

formed by the black spots of the milky way that are interstellar dust clouds. 

in the pre hispanic andean mountains, this zodiac in “negative” was used to determine the important dates 

for the farmer’s life and helped the shepherds as guides when they were walking by the mountain range 

with their herds of south american camels or “llamas” for the name in spanish. therefore, there is no doubt 

that the ushnu of choqek’iraw was used as an observatory for the sun and rituals. 

apparently, the main buildings in this place had also a similar  symbolic role, because all of them are 

looking towards the sacred hills. the channel that goes down from the hurin comes from the choqek’iraw 

hill, located precisely in the north and cutting the place into two equal halves: one in the east and the 

other in the west. some niches in the temple of hanan look to the same hill, others look to the top of the 

corihuayrachina, in the northeast. the doors of other building known as the “priest house”, located more 

in the south is oriented to the south and the apu ampai, while its niches look to the hunan ripa or the 

choqetarcapo hills, in the northwest. likewise, choqek’iraw has a precise ritual and sacred planning related 

with all its surroundings that can be seen also in other inca places such as pisac or machu picchu.

in september of year 2004, the cuzco archeologist cenovio valencia while cleaning the high hillsides 

of choqek’iraw, found by chance the only wall decorations of the inca days in the andean area.  this 

discovery indicates once more the exceptional features existing in this place. they are 27 stone mosaics of 

an average height of 1.30 m. located in 19 abrupt andean terraces that stand there as a large wall panel that 

can be seen from a far away distance. they are oriented to the west and facing two important hills: sorani 

and Quitay. in the lower side, the apurimac river that means “the talking god” flows in the same direction. 

in the upper terraces located in the lower area of the main plaza, there are geometric symbols of a broken 

line and several squares painted in white over the natural rock grounds.  in the upper registries of the 

terraces located in the lower part a number of adult llamas can be seen accompanied by baby llamas that 

are organized in groups of two or three. in the lower registries is a group of 23 llamas and a small man that 

could be the shepherd. the animals are organized in two slanted and parallel rows oriented from the south 

east to the north east, that seems to be going up the side hill moving from  right to left, from the apurimac 

river to the south, towards a shed located in the northeast in the main plaza, in the same direction as that 

of the corihuayrachina hill.

each animal form appears on several whiteboard stones arranged vertically or horizontally to represent 

the head, the body or the members. a small incision is used to design the eye or mouth. each animal is 

singular and has its own style. to enliven the animals design, the artists that made the mosaics showed 

them carrying things or decorated with collars, bells, or wool flowers or tikas in the ears. 

these various types of decorations are not casual ones, as they are inspired apparently on some textiles, 

and in the andean region the textiles used to have a very important allegoric role. these symbols of power 

and of social status used to be associated to the various human life cycles, in particular to the religious 

rites, the barter trade and also the after death cycle. this was in itself a language, that only now is being 

deciphered.

in general terms, a textile is made with threads to form specific designs. the designs were sometimes 

similar but with different orientations and long strips of the same width that give a specific scene, usually 

allegoric to the same mythic or historical theme. this seems to be the case in choqek’iraw, where each one 

of the terraces is a parallel strip on which geometric or llamas figures have been reproduced, while the stones 

arranged in a vertical way, evoke the threads of a large textile. besides, the  reproduced motifs belong to 

the textile registry and resemble the inca tocapus, that are rectangular compositions with geometric forms 

arranged in long lines that used to decorate the clothes of the men through which each important person 

in the elite could be identified.

likewise, the undulating lines remind the mountain roads through which the shepherds used to walk in 

line with their llamas, or the zigzag movements of the dancers during the large ritual processions or taquis 

in the pre hispanic days in cuzco. the lines evoke the movements of the viper and of the water in the river 
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pageS. 23, 24 and 25. the large two StorieS buildingS in the central area of the 
Site, are a Symbol of the importance of thiS place that waS the reSidence of the inca.  

probably thoSe who lived there were the high level people, repreSentative of the 
Sapa inca during the ceremonieS. 

current and are, therefore, related with water and the milky way. on the other hand, the squares have a 

stronger distinction because in the Qero region of cusco they represented the sun with its four changing 

stages –the morning, the mid-day, the evening and the night– in relation with the moon. they used also 

white and red squares to decorate the  uncus of some important persons.

likewise, due to its composition, this decoration panel reminds the great wall scenes that appeared 

during the pre hispanic days in the portals of the temples of the various cultures in the coast of  peru, such 

as the huaca de la luna or of the brujo (for the names in spanish) for the moches, and of chancha for the 

chimús, that used to illustrate the contents of some of the initial myths. all this seems to be the case of  

choqek’iraw.

on the other hand, the drawings made of the llamas on the upper hillsides in the westside might refer 

to the myth of the yacana, described in an anonymous writing in quechua in the xvii century “rites and 

traditions of huarochiri”, collected by fray  francisco de avila. in this story, the light blue great lama that 

lives in the milky way is the fertilizing spirit of all the light blue llamas, and is associated to water and fertility 

of all the camel herds, and of the pacific ocean that the andean inhabitant used to consider as the main 

ocean, the source for water for the whole world, that carried also the souls of the death down to the lower 

world.

all these data reveals the exceptional character of this inca site that was a real ceremonial place, and 

how we need to have it protected, and valued as well as to disseminate information about this wonderful 

tourism place.
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2.

3.1.

1. 2. and 3.  large placeS known aS “kallankaS” – with acceSS entranceS and internal 
nicheS of trapezoidal deSign – that in the inca dayS were uSed aS templeS or meeting 
placeS for ceremonieS.hcurahuaSi or cuSco arrive, there are Still two long travel 

dayS before reaching choqek’iraw.
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the prieSt houSe. located in the high Side hill in the Southern area of choqek’iraw, theSe building 
are oriented according to the Sacred mountainS or apuS Surrounding the place and were uSed aS a 

calendar. the moSt important one iS the apu ampay  located in the SoutheaSt.  

the waterfall houSe”.
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pageS 30, 31, 32-33: in the low eaStern part of  choqek’iraw there are more than 200 agricultural terraceS. itS location in the lower 
areaS of the Site and itS arrangement aS an amphitheatre, protected them the wind and b e benefited by a Strong SunShine. the water, 
captured from a Small nearby river that flowS down through a caScade, irrigated theSe terraceS through a complex SyStem of channelS 

and fountainS. in the middle part of the terraceS in the eaStern Side, StandS a complex Structure known aS “the waterfall houSe”. 
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pageS 34-35. Since 1998, thoSe reSponSible for copeSco are dedicated to reStore the Site and have it available 
for touriSm. thiS difficult taSk includeS the reinforcement of wallS and rebuilding to be made Stone by Stone.

pageS 36 - 37. hundred of tombS diSSembled under the vegetation are waiting for the archeologiStS to reveal them 
their SecretS.
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in the firSt terrace in the lower part, a little man with hiS handS up, who might be the owner 
of the animalS iS guiding them to the top of the hill.  

the white StoneS are arranged in a vertical or horizontal way according to the Shape of 
the head, the body or armS or legS of each animal, while a Small cut ShowS the eye or mouth.  
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1. geometric figureS aS zigzag lineS or SquareS that remind Some 
old textile deSignS, decorate the upper terraceS. 2 and 3. the 

central part of the panel ShowS a large caravan of llamaS that haS 
22 animalS organized in 2 Slanted and parallel rowS oriented to the 

SoutheaSt that Seem to go up the Side hill towardS the ceremonial 
yard located near the main plaza and the hurin temple.
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1. jar of the “aribalo” type.  3. copper ob-
jectS.  4. bone needleS. a zoomorphic detail 

can be Seen in one of the needleS.


